NEW DOCUMENTATION FOR THE WALTERS' COLLECTION

THE SELIGMANN ARCHIVES

J. RUSSELL SALE

It is ever so good of y ou to be interested in helping us with such
quests
as
in the
journal,

this. The disastrous destruction of your Paris records had for the
us a individual
sort of

the invoices themselves were separated from

works of art, and the overwhelming majority

counterpart in the destruction of so large a portion of Mr. Walters*
lost. records
This severing

of his purchases . . . partly by his own choice, as you know. . information
. . Whatever
information we can assemble is very precious to us.

of the actual works of art from the only

that had been assembled on them proved a

major hurdle for the earliest museum professionals when the

- Dorothy Miner, Librarian and Keeper of Manuscripts
Walters Art Gallery opened as a public institution in 1934.
at the Walters Art Gallery, to Germain Seligman,
Virtually all they had to work with to catalogue the immense

collection were the two volumes of the arrival records, the
24 September 1959 (Walters Art Museum Archives)
Anderson Journals.

A perfect example of how much information was lost,
but now
Henry Walters was much less generous in documenting
his partially recovered in the Seligmann Archives at
the
Smithsonian Institutions Archives of American Art, is
art than he was in donating it to Baltimore. He left
remarkpresented
ably few records as to when and where, from whom,
and by the beautiful bronze statuette of St. John the
for what price he and his father purchased the works
that
Baptist
presently attributed to the Italian sculptor Nicolò

were bequeathed. The lament above by the first curator
Roccatagliata
of
(active 1593-1636) and on display in the
manuscripts at the Walters Art Museum is repeated
museums
by both sixteenth-century gallery (fig. i).5 The Anderson

William Johnston and Stanley Mazaroff in their Journals
focused record the arrival of the piece at the Walters gallery
narratives on the history of the museum and itson
found13 October 1926, and note that it had been sent by Jacques
& Company of New York.6 Anderson put down
ing collectors.1 While it is estimated that Henry Seligmann
Walters
the barest information he thought necessary, and the
spent more than a million dollars annually buyingonly
art from

1900 until his death in 1931,2 only a handful of original
shippinginvoice given to Henry Walters has not survived. Yet
a typed transcription of the firms copy of it ultimately made
invoices describing the objects that poured into Baltimore

itsthat
waydo
to the Walters Art Museum in 1955, when Germain
each year survive in the museum s archives.3 The few

Seligman
give us some indication as to how much information
was sent it to Philippe Verdier, a new curator at the
museum
lost when the shipments from Walters' numerous
dealerswho had asked that the dealer send him any information
he might have available. The text reads as follows:
arrived at the gallery. James Anderson, an engineer
primar-

ily responsible for the building and its security, also had
October 9, 1926
the task of recording the arriving shipments.4 At times he
transferred extensive information from the invoices3355/
into 10830 A remarkable bronze, Venetian work of the

XVI century,
by Jacopo Sansovino (Cire Perdue) 'St.
the chronological logbooks he maintained, which survive
as
the "Anderson Journals." But on other occasions, especially
John the Baptist'. The holy personage is represented
standing, holding the cup in his right hand, and covwhen incoming cases contained numerous (even hundreds
ered with the skin of an animal. His feet are bare and
of) objects, only the barest details from the accompanying
head is encircled with a halo. The left arm falls to
invoices were recorded. And once the shipments werehis
logged
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the side, and must at one time have held the pastoral

This state of poor documentation had multiple causes.

crook. The bronze base was cast at the same time as

Like his father, Henry was intensely private and did want

the statuette. On it is a sheep. Underneath may be

his collecting expenditures discussed. He told one dealer

seen No. 134, preceded by the letter 'V', the inventory

that if his purchases from him ever became public, it would

number in the Collection of the Empress Frederick

mark the end of their relationship.10 On another occasion

who formerly owned this bronze, and from whom it

in the mid-i92os, when the dealer Germain Seligman came

comes. It was inherited by the Princess of Hesse, sister

to Henry Walters' New York office to deliver an invoice for

of the Emperor William.

recent purchases, the railroad executive prompdy took out a

The bronze which was in the Chateau de

pair of scissors and cut off all the prices, much to Seligman's

Friedrichsdorf was described and reproduced in the

catalogue written by Dr. Bode in 1896. According to
Dr. Leo Planiscig of the Vienna Museum, this bronze
was probably executed around 1550, and is the only
cast in existence. Therefore, it is neither a reduction

nor a study for a more important bronze and was in all

dismay that more important information than just prices
might be removed.11 The few early shipping invoices that
survive in the Walters Museum archive show the same muti-

lation. Sadly, the majority of the art-related documentation routinely sent to Walters' New York office also has not
survived.12

likelihood executed at the time to surmount a baptismal fount.
It may be compared, as regards the style of the artist,

either to the resurrected Christ of the portable altar

in the National Museum of Florence, or again, to the
marble St. John, seated, in the Church of the Frari in
Venice.

Enclosures: Photograph of the first page of the cata-

logue, Collection of H.M., the Empress Frederick at
Friedrichsdorf. Photograph of page 18 of the catalogue
in which this statuette is reproduced. Photograph of
Dr. Planiscigs certificate."7
Beginning with the statuette s New York and Paris inventory

numbers, the entry is remarkably complete in providing a
detailed description, how the piece was made, its illustrious
provenance from the collection of the empress Frederick, wife
of the German emperor Frederick III, a reference to discussions

of its attributions by major scholars of the day, and comparisons with other works by its reputed artist, the Italian sculptor

and architect Jacopo Sansovino (1486-1570). Accompanying
the invoice was a packet with photographs of bibliographical

sources and the certificate by Dr. Leo Planiscig attributing
the work to Sansovino.8 Additional correspondence regarding the statuette sent by Germain Seligman in 1965 to the
Walters' registrar at the time, Winifred Kennedy, also includes

information about the price Henry Walters paid.9 One can see

Fig. i. Nicolò Roccatagliata (Italian, active 1593-1636), St. John the

from this example how much information was lost when the

Baptist , ca. 1570-1600 Bronze, height 52.4 cm. The Walters Art

original documentation sent to Henry Walters disappeared.

Museum, Baltimore, acquired by Henry Walters, 1926 (54.463)
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1 figure "r.roi.2.e, wax cast, representing a w o nur. reposi:.« ir the
attitude cf the h'ymphf à lu Cornil le

1 s i j. *. u v ti e i- br ny?.e represefiiug a river; the gr. d holde i; hi« ha ir a
Hor r. cf pi f ty

1 Ironse figure or the XYiih century, « epreser ting Hero as /.polli
1 Renaissance coi fret in box wood, the oc ver oivided ir f/cr c »irpurt ;•
represent tus fror mythologie figures

Mr. HVr.ry «.'alter»

President cl the Atlantic Uoaot Line

•¿ large bmnz« sta', oettea represent if.;-- Henry the IV ar. d Mury -ii re» i cii1 wax cu&t i.- lv. nr* rep re of: ting the lead of 'Henry the IV
Lear «; . Waltere,

1 «nuli a -gel it. ohonrlevé enamel cf Limoges, XII'*' Century
I hope that when tirie letter reaches you yo>. will have

«■err i veci ««ftiv !■. Hew-Yoric ani ir exceller.! health .

Accoro, i rue to the i¡ strict icno ycu gave tc Mr. hey, I have

fielivered yesterday to Mr. Pettier, to b? forwarded to ycu, all the
artici ee wha «/. yev couer.t from me lately, i.e. :

1 little altar it, box wood ir. the forr. of a trypt ich, XVItlł Century
1 plate cf unusually large sire ol Castelli, representing a cattle ecene
I ivory ņroap representing Hercules and tne lion, XMI"" Century

1 ł-rour.e group , XVI**"- Century

2 las reliefs in lex wood, XVII"* Century

1 pisque of Champí evé e.-, u.-. -I repreeer.t it e *-he Last Cupper, Xiv'"" i'" .
1 Merovingian bronze fragment of an eucltur i st -e bird
1 champ! evé enamelled plut, .e repre¡:«,.t ir.g Ht-Jcìi-., XII Cert try
1 large trypt ici in Limoges en umel, XV I Century
2 upright Limoges enamel plv.paes

1 ovul plaque in Lirce/v-x enamel represent i; g t he Crue if : > m r
1 fri mo ewer

1 'jrtirc Christen ti g ì owl

1 gotiiit ivory c off ret representing acetes of the life of Christ

1 i very uííBXet representing tirurre tf Amorini sporting with bow« a.- d
arrows, s words a:..'. shields, Raman epoch

! ivory Virgin with, chílvi 1« i.-.g the globe, XY^ Century
1 ivory statuette representing C-t .of- lust ian, XVII'*' Century

1 marble statuette represent .r.Ł u y. fr vati a e ..a n/r. ę 1 u ir hi« irt:

1 ivory etui with 7 iv cry tablets lor łh-' -¡ayr cf th-; «kk, XVI-^ Century
1 spherical watch ir gilt metal , XV lu"- Century

1 gilt silver group representing Liana on 3 stag, XVI1" Century

All tnete vi rrc o'* ur! i-n loot. ; -.M . : ■■■:;• ■ aironi; rig tu

y ..ir internili h n;>, ; no «•.£. so on as I w il 1 y?! t/u- proof ß fr i >« tir- photographer,
I vii;.' use I r pht t egro.phs to ma«-- c- »itile catalogue- viti. ie3/:u.:t'c

1 errali Ll»6fc*es en «sel rep: eeent. r.g Pilate wsi i r his hands
i. LAmoti *r> enamel pinone reprenant i--, g the lie s cent of the Croas

1 small hronee statuette, represent ir. g a nun e ycut .vith a bow

Sïl:iïe Rv' " ;ehr ■""• ^ ,/>
your, miot '

Fig. 2. Photostat letter from Jacques Seligmann to Henry Walters, 22 June 1910. The Walters Art Museum Archives

At times
Henry Walters seemed to realize the need for
As president of the Adantic Coast Line Railroad,
Walters

was preoccupied with his business affairs,recording
and he
hisnever
acquisitions. By the early years of the twentieth
century
he asked some of his dealers to provide photographs
instituted a coherent policy for retaining the
information
of the works
about the works of art he acquired. This situation
is allthey
thesold him. Accompanying letter of 22 June

now in of
the the
Walters Archives enumerating the purchases
more perplexing since he was on the board of1910
trustees

Henry
had of
recendy
Metropolitan Museum of Art from the early
years
the made in Paris (fig. 2), the dealer Jacques
century until his death and must frequendy Seligmann
have witnessed
appended the following note. "All these works

been records.
photographed according to your instructions. I
firsthand the importance of well-maintainedhave
object
will
use thesehis
photographs to make a little catalogue with
But instead of an experienced professional to
manage
of objects, and forward it to your New York
ever-increasing collections in Baltimore, he descriptions
hired a friend
address."15 Henry
Walters forwarded Seligmanns album to
and local art dealer, Faris C. Pitt, to act as a part-time
curator at his Gallery, concerned primarily for the
his gallery
arrangement
in Baltimore, where its arrival was logged into the
Anderson
Journals,
and display of the art.13 The task of recording
arriving
artand where it still survives in the Walters

Archives.16 The individual photographs were
shipments was only one of the responsibilitiesArt
ofMuseum
his building
superintendant, James C. Anderson, and Anderson
pasted on separate
appar-pages and accompanied by a handwritten
copy document
of the information from the related invoice (fig. 3a,
ently was never given explicit instructions for
3b) ģ Ifdisregard
such albums had been produced systematically for all
retention. As an example of an even more willful

of Henry
Walters'
purchases, the initial work of cataloguing
for history, Walters simply discarded books and
letters
from
the connoisseur and dealer Bernard Berenson when their

his immense collection following his death would have been

relations soured about 1915 and did not keep coherent recordsconsiderably advanced. Unfortunately, the procedure was

of the paintings Berenson had acquired for him.14

never systematized, and only a few such volumes survive.17
81
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Fig. 3a. Jacques Seligmann & Company, Leaf from a photographic album prepared for Henry Walters, 1910, showing Spherical Table Watch
(Melanchtons Watch), 1530, acquired by Henry Walters, 1910 (58.17). The Walters Art Museum Archives

In producing these "little catalogues," Jacques Seligmann

(1858-1923; fig. 4) ran the business with his two brothers,

realized the need for at least a basic approach to records man-

Simon and Arnold, and they opened a New York branch in

agement for a private art collection, even as he had developed

1904 to cater to their growing clientele of wealthy Americans.

a much more sophisticated tracking and accounting system

A falling out between Jacques and Arnold in 1912 split the

for the successful art dealership he established in Paris in

business into separate firms, each with galleries in Paris and

1880.18 It was to these records that Dorothy Miner appealed

New York.20 The New York offices were called, respectively,

when she wrote to Seligmanns son Germain in 1959 for

Jacques Seligmann & Company, and Arnold Seligmann, Rey

information about objects in the Walters Museum. And it

& Company. Following the division, Walters continued to

is the surviving remnants of the company's papers that allow

patronize both firms, buying from each in Paris and New

us to shed light on the acquisition and provenance of many

York. When Jacques Seligmanns son Germain (1893-1978;

of what we now know to be more than three hundred works

fig. 5) was discharged from the French army at the end of

of art that Henry Walters purchased from the firm of Jacques

World War I, he joined the firm and was put in charge of the

Seligmann and Company.

New York office. He later became head of the entire Jacques
Seligmann & Company business on the death of his father in

JACQUES SELIGMANN & COMPANY

1923. With the arrival of the Nazis in 1940, the Paris gallery

was forcibly closed, and it was then that all Parisian busi-

ness records of the firm were destroyed in order to protect
The enterprise that Jacques Seligmann had begun when only
clients. Fortunately for historians, the dependence of the New
twenty-two in 1880 was a leading dealership of art in Paris by

York branch on that in Paris for its inventory meant that to
the time Henry Walters first patronized it in 1902.19 Jacques
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Fig. 3b. Jacques Seligmann & Company, Leaf from a photographic album prepared for Henry Walters, 1910, showing Automaton with Diana on

a Stag, acquired by Henry Walters, 1910 (57.923). The Walters Art Museum Archives

Fig. 4. Jacques Seligmann (1858-1923), unidentified photographer,

Fig. 5. Germain Seligman (1893-1978), unidentified photographer,

Jacques Seligmann & Company records, Archives of American Art,

Jacques Seligmann & Company records, Archives of American Art,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. (798)

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. (799)
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communicate effectively and to coordinate the activities of

can be found and traced in each type of document, provid-

both offices, a system of parallel records and correspondence

ing incremental information from multiple points of view.

was established, with many redundancies in the New York

The new documentation does not radically alter the

records covering the history of the firm and its dealings,

description of the cordial and professional relationship

especially after the 1912 quarrel. Thus, when Dorothy Miner

between Henry Walters and both Jacques Seligmann and

sought acquisition details from Germain Seligman in New

his son presented by Germain in his history of the family

York about objects at the Walters Museum, he could search

business and in Johnstons in-depth study of the collecting

the company records he had at hand and frequendy provide

of both Henry Walters and his father, William.23 As well as

information that had not made it into the museums records

providing documentation for individual objects now in the

in Baltimore. By the time of Miners letter to him in 1959,

museum he founded, the records broaden our knowledge of

Germain had become an American citizen, shortened his

the interaction of Henry Walters with one of his major deal-

surname to Seligman, and continued running the business

ers and often provide fascinating nuances to what we already

until his own death, at which time it was closed. Soon after

knew and insights into what we did not. A letter from Jacques

his death in 1978, Germains widow, Mrs. Ethlyne Seligman,

Seligmann to Henry Walters in 1920, for instance, indicates

had the foresight to realize the importance of the firms docu-

that by then Henry Walters already had something clearly

ments for the history of collecting in America and donated

in mind regarding his later gift of his museum and extensive

most of them to the Archives of American Art, with an addi-

collections to the city of Baltimore. We also learn that the

tional acquisition from her estate in 1994.21 Through funds

normally cordial and familiar relationship between the dealer

provided by the Samuel H. Kress Foundation and the Terra

and client could be punctuated by a skittishness and even

Foundation for American Art, the majority of the documents

bluntness on Walters' part when he thought the price for an

were digitized in 2010 and made available on the internet

object was too high, was being urged to acquire something

to historians and scholars worldwide, one of the more than

not to his aesthetic standards, or may have wanted to rein-

one hundred collections of the Archives of American Art that

force a certain professional boundary between himself and the

have been posted online.

Seligmann firm by backing out of a purchase on the pretext

The digitized Seligmann archive has facilitated the recov-

of purported financial difficulty. An explanation for Walters'

ery of numerous documents on the relations of Henry Walters

reluctance to lend works from his collection becomes clearer in

with, and his purchases from, the Jacques Seligmann firm,

the documentation. The archives also provide insights regard-

virtually all heretofore unknown. More than two hundred

ing Mrs. Henry Walters' more active and significant role in

pieces of correspondence between Walters and the Paris and

collecting with her husband than has heretofore been known,

New York offices survive, ranging from copies of letters and

her concern for retaining information about her collection, as

invoices sent by the firm and its principals, payment notices,

well as suggesting the couple's different social purposes and

shipping arrangements and acknowledgments from Baltimore

attitudes toward the art they acquired.

(James Anderson) of items received, to much more personal
interactions between Walters and Jacques Seligmann and the
latter s son Germain after 1923.22 There are also stock books

1910-1922

listing inventory on hand, invoice lists of objects sold to par-

While the earliest Seligmann invoice-book entry relating to

ticular individuals, sales lists, consular invoices describing

Henry Walters lists his purchases made in Paris on 11 June

objects that were imported to the United States that include

1910 and includes all the objects contained in the photo-

earlier owners and stated values, as well as shipping statements.

graphic album mentioned above,24 the first surviving item

Every object or lot for sale had its own inventory numbers,

of correspondence dates from 1913. It is a brief letter of 8

one for Paris and one for New York, and these were used in all

December from Henry Walters to Jacques Seligmann at the

the various types of business documents to track a given item

company office in New York, and it undoubtedly relates

from its acquisition by the Seligmann firm to its sale, ship-

to the trip on which Jacques and Germain visited clients

ment, and arrival at the location determined by the purchaser,

in the eastern United States.25 Responding to a request the

in this case Henry Walters. Quite frequendy the same object

elder Seligmann had made, Walters writes: "I will be very
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Fig. 6. Francesco Bērtos (Italian, active 1693-1733), Allegorical Groups Representing the Four Continents: America, Africa, Europe, and Asia. Bronze,

63.5-69 X 34.8-46 X 32.7-44.9 cm. The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, acquired by Henry Walters, 1917 (54.657, 54.658, 54.659, 54.660)

glad to arrange for you and your son to visit the Galleries

terse and concerned only with the matter at hand, such as

in Baltimore any date you will mention before the first of

sending payment for an invoice, that in the other direction to

January. You will have to enter by the rear door."26 Another

Walters was often more expansive and informative, showing

letter tells us that the trip had to wait a full six years to 1920

concern for Henry's health, changing personal circumstances,

after the First World War, when Jacques wrote to Walters on

and a mutual interest in buying, dealing, and collecting of

27 February. It is an extraordinary document, since it clearly

art. The outbreak of war in 1914 effectively terminated any

implies that by that date Henry Walters had discussed with

activity by Walters with either the Paris or the New York office

Seligmann his philanthropic intention of leaving his museum

until 1917. And then it was only in connection with Jacques

and extensive collections of world art to Baltimore. It reads

Seligmann's mission from the French government to acquire

in part as follows: "I cannot tell you sufficiently how pleased

American dollars by braving a transatlantic voyage from Paris

I am to have taken the trip to Baltimore, to at last have the

in January of that year and shipping to New York a sizeable

opportunity of seeing your truly remarkable collection which

quantity of art to sell.31 According to Germain Seligman's

will, through your splendid generosity, be for all time one

later account, his father's trip was quite successful, and in

of the greatest attractions of your city. . . ,"27 By the time he

the two months he was in New York, Jacques Seligmann

drafted his will two years later in April 1922, Henry had com-

cleared more than a million dollars.32 We now know that of

pletely formulated his plans for his bequest to Baltimore "for

that amount, Henry Walters contributed $146,000 for the

the benefit of the public."28 The peculiar detail in Walters' 1913

works he purchased on 17 February and 3 March, includ-

note that Jacques Seligmann would have "to enter by the rear

ing $6 0,000 for the spectacular group of dynamic bronzes

door," is clarified in a letter Walters wrote to the Seligmann

by Francesco Bertos representing the Four Continents , now

firm in New York on 20 January 1926. The collectors Mr. and

in the museum (fig. 6)33 Walters also handed Seligmann a

Mrs. Percy Straus had asked to see the Baltimore galleries, so

check for $500 for the Paris Red Cross, corroborating the

Henry provided the necessary admittance card, and added,

generosity of Seligmann's American patrons toward the war

"owing to no bell on the front door, it will be necessary for

difficulties of France that Germain Seligman mentioned in

them to go around to the small door on the alley at the rear

his later book.34 But in a letter to Walters of 25 April 1917

of the building where there is a bell."29 At the time, the staff

mentioning the check, Jacques Seligmann told him to stop

in the large Baltimore building, other than James Anderson

payment on it, because the person to whom it was made out,

the superintendent, was extremely limited and focused on

Etienne elemental, French Minister of Commerce, had not

protecting the collection and the buildings maintenance.30

received it, most likely because the ship carrying it had been

Whereas Henry Walters' correspondence with both

torpedoed.35 The same letter goes on to describe the city of

Jacques Seligman and later his son Germain was typically

Paris vividly decked out with American flags in celebration
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over Americas entrance into the war three weeks before. The

Mrs. Jones calls she is not to be told that I have bought

communication ends on a note of lament for the dearth of

anything."42 Unfortunately, we cannot tell whether Walters

works of art available on the market and the enormous prices

was simply being coy and playful with regard to his future

obtained for whatever "goods" did turn up.

wife or was following his habit of keeping information to

Such interweaving of personal concerns, contemporary

himself. Although we have no knowledge of how Henry and

events, and the promotion of their business in general as

Sarah Jones Walters, both independendy wealthy, arranged

well as specific objects thought to appeal to Henry Walters,

their finances following their marriage in April 1922, it

characterizes the Seligmann letters to Walters when sales

appears that Henry's inclination to retain documentation

resumed in 1920. In a letter of 14 February 1920, Jacques

on his acquisitions and the prices he paid for art continued.

Seligmann told Walters that his fellow collector and trustee

While he instructed the Seligmann firm to deliver many

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the financier George

of the objects he purchased to the residence where he and

Blumenthal, "begs you to look at the group attributed to

Sarah lived at 5 East Sixty-first Street, Walters nevertheless

Jacopo della Quercia again and that he would like to buy it

had the invoices sent to his business office at 71 Broadway,

for the museum.36 In his return letter the next day Walters

and often with the added proviso that they should be sent

gave a rare expression of aesthetic response. He clearly was not

"under Personal cover," or in an "envelope marked Personal

interested in the sculpture, blundy stating: "I note what you

addressed to me."43

say about Mr. Blumenthal and the piece attributed to Jacopo

The documents indicate that 1921 was an exceptionally

della Quercia. I did not ask your price so cannot form an

slow year in Walters' dealings with Jacques Seligmann &

opinion. Frankly however I was not carried away with great

Company. He apparently did not complete payment until

enthusiasm by it as being an object of superlative value."37

March for purchases made from the firm in December of the

Henry Walters' desire for privacy was well known to
his dealers and is reinforced in the correspondence.38 In a

previous year.44 In early June Jacques Seligmann wrote him
from Paris asking for news, since he had not heard from him

memorandum of 26 November 1921 oudining the purchases

in months and wondered whether Walters would be making

Walters had made a day or two before, Jacques Seligmann

his usual spring buying trip.45 There is no record of any pur-

informed him that another dealer Henry patronized, Dikran

chases from Seligmann at that time. Continuing in the June

Kelekian, had asked whether Walters had purchased any-

letter, Seligmann went on to lament what he considered to

thing; Seligmann said no, telling Walters, "In fact, I think

be the outrageous amounts commanded by works of art of

that I acted according to your wishes because I know that

all types, saying "I cannot afford to buy at those inhuman

you do not like very much anybody to know what you are

prices." But, ever the astute salesman, he told Walters how

doing."39 It also appears that Henry was inclined to retain

fortunate he was to have acquired from the company "so

information about art and the prices he paid even from his

marvelous beautiful things, which after all you bought at such

wife, Sarah (Sadie) Jones Walters, whom he married in April

extremely reasonable prices." In early November Seligmann

1922. Walters had lived with Pembroke and Sarah Jones for

made the journey from Paris to New York with goods to sell,

years since moving to New York in the 1890s, and the three

but on the 15th wrote to excuse himself from visiting Walters

went on annual buying trips to Europe before Pembroke's

immediately because he said he had to accompany the French

death in January 1919.40 Yet even before the wedding, Jacques

delegation to Philadelphia to see the two Rembrandts he

Seligmann was aware of Sarah Jones' importance to Walters'

had helped Joseph Widener acquire from the Russian prince

acquisition of art. In the same letter to Walters of 14 February

Felix Yusupof.46 By 18 November his hectic schedule had

1920 asking that he look again at the Jacopo della Quercia

changed again, but he promised to come on the 24th to

sculpture, Seligmann went on to tell him, "I have exhib-

Henry Walters' hotel and asked Walters for an introduction

ited all the beautiful things which you bought in a little

to the architect John Russell Pope.47 Separately on the 18th,

room, so that I can show them to Mrs. Pembroke Jones

Walters wrote to Seligmann saying that it was his "busy week,

when she comes."41 But Walters apparently did not appreci-

all my people here from the South and Board meetings," but

ate Seligmann's attempt to be solicitous and told the dealer

letting the dealer know that he had missed him when he

in his response the next day to "please remember that if

stopped by the firm's New York gallery at 705 Fifth Avenue
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the previous week.48 And on the 19th Walters responded to

New York "because the doctor says the changeable climate

Seligmanns request regarding Pope by "enclosing a line of

in New York is very bad for me, and that I am getting to

introduction to my architect friend, Mr. John Russell Pope,

an age when I ought not to expose myself to it. >53 We learn

who married Mrs. Pembroke Jones' only daughter."49 In the

that Walters was sick again in December in a copy of a letter

memorandum of 26 November 1921, we learn that Seligmann

Seligmann sent him on the 26th; 54 by late January 1923,

and the collector met on the 24th. Indeed, Walters spent a

Mrs. Walters was also ill.55 Henry and Sarah Walters were

total of 388,500 French francs on a pair of Sèvres vases, a silver

apparendy sufficiendy recovered by the summer of 1923 to

statuette of the Virgin and Child, and a Louis XVI clock in

undertake a buying trip to Paris in June and July that year.56

white marble and gilt bronze. But ironically, Seligmanns

But that was the last time they saw the prominent dealer

response of "no" to Kelekians inquiry on 26 November as to

and their long-time friend, as he contracted pneumonia in

whether Walters had purchased anything, ultimately proved

October and died on the 30th at age 65.57 His son Germain,

to be true: Walters backed out of the acquisition, and on 3

then in Chicago, rushed to Paris as soon as he learned of his

December Jacques Seligmann wrote to him saying he was

father s illness but arrived too late. He was then quickly beset

"sorry to see that you want to cancel the purchases which you

by challenges to the company resulting from the founder s

have made from our firm. ģ . . Our employee tells me that

unexpected death.58 Although he was relatively new to the

you have explained [to] him that you cannot afford to buy

business because of the years he spent as a soldier during

for such a big amount just now because there are so many

the war, he was determined to continue. A major concern

things in which you have invested your money which bring

was whether his fathers leading clients, whose loyalty had

no dividend."50 We do not know whether Henry Walters s

been established through decades of solicitous and profes-

finances were straitened at that particular moment, or wheth-

sional relations, would continue patronizing the company

er cancelling his purchases was an indirect way of signaling

now under his tenure. In his memoir, Germain notes Henry

some aggravation with Seligmann, perhaps for being made to

Walters' much appreciated support during this critical time.59

adjust to the latter s shifting schedule earlier in the month as

Walters showed up "unheralded" at the Paris gallery one

he catered to clients other than Walters. Following the war,

day in the spring of 1924 and told Germain that he had just

1921 was the only year in which he bought nothing from

come from a competitor, who had suggested that Jacques'

Jacques Seligman & Company, which is surprising since

son, because of his youth and inexperience, would not be

the Anderson Journals in the museum s archive indicate that

successful in his effort "to keep up the business."60 But bol-

Walters actively acquired art from other dealers throughout

stering Germain's confidence, Walters reportedly added: "If

the year, including from Jacques Seligmanns brother Arnold.

you keep up your father's traditions, you have nothing to

We do know that Henry had earlier claimed financial dif-

fear. It is up to you," and asked Germain what special items

ficulty in the period 1912-1916, when he sought to end his

he could show the collector for possible purchase."61

arrangement for buying paintings with Bernard Berenson.51

Whether it stemmed from some pique or actual liquidity

1923-1931

issues, however, the cloud passed and the normal routine
with Jacques Seligmann & Company resumed by early 1922.

Documents in the Seligmann archives suggest that Germain's

On 6 January Walters repurchased from Seligmanns New

published account of this transitional period in the firm's

York gallery some of the same objects he had backed out on

history exaggerated his own inexperience, perhaps in the

earlier, but also new items, for more than twice the amount

interest of fashioning an interesting story. From a listing

he had cancelled the previous month.52

of sales made in Paris we know that Henry Walters visited

A concern for their mutual health appears in the cor-

the Seligmann galleries there on 21 and 24 June 1924, so the

respondence of Jacques Seligmann to the seventy-four-year-

encounter mentioned by Germain most likely would have

old Walters in 1922. In a copy of a letter he sent from Paris

occurred then.62 But in a copy of a letter Germain wrote

on 23 November, Seligmann says that he was upset to learn

to Henry Walters on 14 December 1923, nearly six months

that Henry had been ill during the past summer, and goes

earlier and within a month and a half of his father's death,

on to say that he, then sixty-four, did not anticipate a trip to

we learn that Germain had already returned to New York
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to reassure his major American clients regarding the firms

I am writing especially to tell you that there has been

continuity:

at some time a very great mistake in the price of the

two tapestries which you sent over at our suggestion

My dear Mr. Walters, -

to see if they would . . . hang in our hall. The prices

I have returned to New York a few days ago, and you

you mentioned in your note the other day exclude any

are of course among the very first persons whom I

possibility of our purchasing them so that we hope you

would like to see, but as I am leaving shortly for the

may be able to place them elsewhere. After reading

Middle West, I have not been wanting to trouble you

your note I at once asked Mrs. Walters for her recollec-

so far.

tion of the prices asked for them in Paris, - I did not

When I come back that is at the end of next week, I

even hint as to my own recollection and she replied,

will take the liberty to call you up, and ask whether

'For the two about $20,000.00/ Upon returning to

I may have the pleasure to call on Mrs. Walters and

my hotel in Paris I noted down the prices as I recalled

yourself.

them and I find these figures are about $12,000 for

one and a fraction under $10,000 for the other. ... I
I understand that rumors are being spread around
by competitors to induce our friends and patrons to
believe that I will not continue the business. If you
have heard anything of the kind, let me ask you not

to believe it as not only am I going ahead with the
business that my father so brilliantly created and

established, but I want to lead it along the same high
principles and keep up the great reputation that this
firm has always enjoyed, in dealing only in the first

class and unquestionable works of art. '*2

am exceedingly sorry for this contretemps however it

may have occurred, but the quotations now are so far
apart that we must drop any consideration of their
purchase.66

Germain was taken aback and responded the same day: "the
difference in price is so fantastic that it can only be due to a

mistake, which lies - I do not know where."67 While being as
diplomatic as he could with one of his major clients, Seligman
nevertheless remained firm and concluded, "I do not see what

else I can do in this matter, but just to say that your esteem

The business and personal relationship between Henry
Walters and Germain Seligman paralleled quite closely that

for me is away above a mere business deal."
Seligman shipped the tapestries to New York on Walters'

of the collector and Germains father, Jacques. In the cor-

request. Perhaps Henry Walters, already 77 years old and

respondence discovered so far, only one incident stands out

beset by a number of maladies, had a memory lapse. Or,

from the normal cordiality and suggests the possibility of a

as was possible with the purchase cancellation of late 1921,

rupture in their dealings. Interestingly, it parallels Walters'

raising such a "contretemps" with Germain Seligman was his

abrupt cancellation of his recent purchases in December 1921.

way of setting appropriate boundaries between himself the

During their visit to the Seligmann Paris galleries in July

collector and his dealer. But like the incident of 1921, this

1925, Henry and Sadie Walters were evidendy struck by two

one blew over quickly. Walters apparendy did not reply to

magnificent eighteenth-century Beauvais and Gobelins tapes-

Germain's letter, and two weeks later, on 12 November, the

tries, in perfect condition and showing royal and ducal coats

dealer sought to arrange a visit with Henry and his wife: "I

of arms.64 In a letter to Henry Walters of 23 October 1925,

have not yet had the pleasure of seeing Mrs. Walters, and I

Germain Seligman reported that the tapestries had arrived

hope that she will be able to receive me Sunday morning."68

in New York and were "available for you to try them in your

home if you wish."65 He quoted the price of the one showing
the arms of France as $45,000, and that with the arms of the
Duke of Bouffiers as $25,000. Instead of replying immediately,

LENDING WORKS OF ART

Beyond expanding our knowledge of Henry Walters' rela-

Walters waited a week, and when he did he made it clear that

tions with one of his major dealers, the Seligmann archives

he and Mrs. Walters had a different notion of the price of

also enrich our understanding of his role as an art patron,

the two works. In a letter dated 31 October, Walters wrote:

in particular his ambivalence about lending objects from his
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growing collection.69 There are four distinct lending requests

the F. Kleinberger Galleries of Hugo van der Goes' Portrait

in the surviving documents, and each has a different but

of a Man at Prayer with Saint John the Baptist , which Walters

informative outcome. The first occurred soon after the war.

had purchased from Jacques Seligmann in 1920.75

Following the purchase of an elaborate Louis XV commode
on 12 February 1920 at the firms New York galleries, and

One reason underlying Henry Walters' reluctance to lend

paintings from his Baltimore gallery was explicitly stated

before even seeing it in his residence, Walters sent a telegram

in the Seligmann archives' final mention of the subject,

instructing Seligmann staff to send it to the Metropolitan

which occurred in the last months of the collector's life.

Museum of Art for "the loan exhibition" to be held there.70

In October 1931 Walters received a request for the loan of a

Walters' action was undoubtedly the result of his being on

painting from Louis Metman, commissaire général in Paris

the museums board of directors at the time and his desire

for the international exhibition of French art to be held at the

to support the institution. In 1927, however, when Germain

Royal Academy in London early in 1932.76 In his response of

Seligman wrote him on 16 February requesting the loan of

October 21, Walters began by saying that it was with "deep

a small number of his works of religious art for a benefit

regret" that he wouldn't lend the picture, and then proceeded

exhibition opening at the dealers galleries the next month,

to explain why:

an exhibition intended to support the restoration of the
Basilica of the Sacré-Coeur in Paris and sponsored by the
archbishops of Paris and New York, Walters apparently did
not respond.71 In a letter more than a month later on 1 April,

Germain expressed disappointment on hearing that Walters
had been "away" and described the success of the event and

Walters' missed opportunity to shine among the leading
collectors of the day.72 1 "wanted to ask you for some of your

leading art objects so that your name would appear among
those contributing to this charity and to have some of your
beautiful works of art near those the names of which you will

Many years ago we lent a very important picture from

our Gallery for a charitable exhibition and when the
picture was returned to us it was practically destroyed.
It is true that we collected the insurance which the
exhibition carried for us, but that did not in any way
compensate us for the loss of the picture by an artist

who was dead. We have, therefore, decided thereafter
not to lend pictures for exhibitions, provided they were

pictures which we ourselves have on exhibition at our
Gallery in Baltimore"77

see in the catalogue," he says. To emphasize the significance

The damaged painting is not identified, and no other infor-

of the exhibition, Seligman included the catalog as well as

mation about it has come to light. Aware of Metman's request,

newspaper coverage of the show, and listed a number of

but not of Walters' response, Germain Seligman also wrote

works and their prominent lenders, such as Clarence Mackay,

to him about the exhibition on 23 October, undoubtedly to

George Blumenthal, and Mr. and Mrs. Otto H. Kahn. And

encourage him to participate, and attempted to reach him

in what surely was intended as social pressure to spark the

once more by telephone on 9 November, again without suc-

collector's competitive sense, he even made a reference to

cess.78 By that date Henry Walters had become sick with what

the tapestry "contretemps" of October 1925 by adding, "you

would prove to be his final illness, so in his "absence" his

will recognize the two gorgeous gold woven tapestries lent by

secretary sent Seligmann a copy of Henry's 21 October letter

Mr. George Blumenthal." If there was a possibility of a cloud

to Metman.79 Germain Seligman never heard from his long-

threatening the dealer-collector relationship, it dissipated,

term patron and client again. In a letter of 18 November, Mrs.

and by the following May Germain sent to Henry, staying

Walters informed Germain that she was too preoccupied to

with Mrs. Walters at the Hotel Ritz in Paris, invoices for the

write, thanked him for the flowers he had sent, reported that

Henry had a restful night, and that she was hopeful that he

objects they had just purchased.73

By late October 1928, the Seligmann firm in New York

would soon be well and could see the dealer again at their resi-

made another loan request for a benefit exhibition, and in

dence. In closing, in appreciation for his concern, she signed

his response of 2 November Henry Walters was quite ada-

herself "Most cordially and sincerely yours, Sadie Walters.80

mant that "I do not lend any of my pictures in Baltimore

Following Henry Walters' death on 30 November 1931, his

for exhibition outside of my Galleries."74 A rare exception to

widow sent her formal card of appreciation to Seligman for

this policy was the loan in 1929 to the benefit exhibition at

his sympathy, which Germain kept.81
89
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SARAH JONES WALTERS AND THE SELIGMANNS

to sell before Mrs. Walters has seen it."87 The dealer clearly
considered Sarah Walters an active participant in any decision

Mrs. Sarah (Sadie) Jones Walters appears continuously in the and a strong influence on her husband.88 By 1927 Germain
surviving correspondence from the Seligmann firm, and her Seligman wrote to Sarah direcdy to find a convenient time

importance to Walters in connection with his acquisition of for both her and Henry to see the objects he wished to show
art was evident to the dealer already by 1917 in the first surviv- them, which was frequently the weekend, when her hus-

ing letter of Jacques Seligmann to the railroad president. In band wouldn't be working, or even on holidays, including

the letter of 25 April in which he lauded Henrys charitable Thanksgiving.89 That Mrs. Walters considered herself to be
donation to the Paris Red Cross and praised Americas entry personally involved in acquisitions surfaces in a letter she

into the First World War, Seligmann concluded by telling wrote to Germain on 1 February 1928, when she asked him
Walters to "Kindly remember me to Mrs. Pembroke Jones."82 to "be kind enough to send me descriptions of two pieces

Seemingly a minor detail, it would be included in virtually of furniture we bought from you in December," and "I am
every substantive letter to Walters over the years from eithervery anxious to have a description and name of all of my old

Jacques Seligmann or his son Germain. There is no mention furniture, in order to paste it inside the [d]rawers for future
of Sarah s husband Pembroke in this letter or elsewhere in the reference." 90 And in response to a request in January 1930

surviving correspondence, yet Walters lived in the couple s from the Seligmann Company in New York for her to return
residence in New York at 5 East Sixty-first Street, shared in to them two metal containers for jardinières sent in error,

their social life, and traveled to Europe with them on his Mrs. Walters acknowledged receiving the receptacles and
annual buying trips. Always attuned to cultivating clients added, "I find that they fit the blue jardiniers exacdy, which
and the potential for promoting a sale, the Seligmanns rec- I purchased from you last year."91 Sarah Walters' assertion of
ognized Sarahs importance to Henry Walters and showed her personal agency in the acquisition is revealing, since the surdeference and respect. She was a woman of strong character,viving business records tell us that a pair of Sèvres jardinières
a socialite who relished hosting lavish social gatherings, first was purchased by Walters (the couple?) in New York on 23

in Washington for her congressman father, and later at her July and again on 20 September 1929, that the jardinières

luxurious homes in Wilmington, North Carolina, and New were delivered to 5 East Sixty-first Street, but that the invoices
York, and at her summer house of Sherwood in Newport, for them were sent to Henry Walters' Broadway office.92
Rhode Island.83 Until her mid-fifties when she, Pembroke,

We know nothing of the couple's approach to their joint

and Henry Walters moved to 5 East Sixty-first Street in 1913, finances. Nevertheless, from the available evidence Henry

she reputedly budgeted up to $300,000 for summer social wrote the checks, but Mrs. Walters had an active role in the
events in Rhode Island, demonstrating her independence, acquisition of the objects of art that came into her home. The
artistic flair, and management capabilities.84

5 East Sixty-first Street address was the residence of Pembroke

By early 1920, Jacques Seligmann considered Mrs. Pem- and Sarah (Sadie) Jones in New York, where they and Henry
broke Jones a sufficiently important client that he wanted, Walters lived together before Pembroke's death in 1919, and

until dissuaded by Walters himself, to provide her a special to which Henry returned on marrying Sarah in April 1922.
viewing of the purchases Henry had made without her the Germain Seligman, who visited the couple at their home
previous day at the firms New York gallery.85 Sarah normally whenever he had something he thought might be of particu-

accompanied Henry on his buying trips abroad and to gal- lar interest to them, confirmed that the residence belonged
leries and encouraged his purchases ("If you like it, dear, to Mrs. Walters and that the objects Henry purchased from
buy it. I think its lovely").86 But she was more than simply Seligman and sent there were, at least in Germain's mind, pres-

a bystander to her husbands acquisitions. Following the ents for her.93 They were more than that. 'Contributions to the
couple s marriage in 1922, Jacques Seligmann was sufficiendy household' might more apdy describe Henry's acquisitions,

aware of what appealed to Sarah Walters and her potential since he lived in Sarah's house and understandably would have
impact on a sale that on a trip to New York in January 1923 he wanted to give tangible artistic evidence to their life together

promoted an eighteenth-century marble statuette to Henry as a couple, as well as have the townhouse recognized by
as the "little Falconnet [sic] , which I really would not want friends and social peers as the Jones-Walters residence.
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We have additional confirmation of Sarah Walters' own-

as well as estate planning, particularly for Sarah and his sister,

ership or significant control over the art in her home. In his

Jennie Walters Delano. We know this because the very day of

vehement response of 2 November 1928 to the Seligman firms

the wedding, 11 April 1922, was also the day Walters drafted

request for loans for a benefit exhibition, Henry Walters

his final will and had it witnessed.98 There were no changes

immediately added, "In regard to pictures at 5 East 61st, you

to it before his death late in 1931.

will have to apply to Mrs. Walters."94 Copies of letters writ-

Even before the marriage there was a greater empha-

ten shortly thereafter by Germain Seligman to Henry and

sis on French eighteenth-century furniture, decorative arts,

Sarah, respectively, inform us that the Seligmann Company,

paintings, and sculpture among Walters' purchases from the

in the person of Germain's cousin, René, was quick to "apply"

Jacques Seligmann firm, a course that would continue until

for the loan request to Mrs. Walters and received a positive

the collector's death.99 William Johnston ascribed the taste for

response. But in a letter of 13 November to Henry, Germain

the courtly and aristocratic arts of eighteenth-century France

showed his nuanced political sense: "My cousin has told

that reigned at the couple's Sixty-first street residence (figģ 7)

me how very kind you have been in lending us two of your

to Mrs. Walter's influence, and the purchases recorded in

paintings for the charity exhibition to be held at our galler-

the Seligmann archives confirm that the majority of Henry

ies, and I do wish to thank you as I consider it a personal

Walters' acquisitions in this area were sent to the New York

favor done to me."95 While implying here that the loan was

address instead of to Baltimore.100 The objects that stayed

Henry's doing, in his subsequent letter to Mrs. Walters of 24

in New York were considered Sarah's, while those sent to

November Germain thanked her personally for lending the

Baltimore were clearly intended for the Henry Walters and

two pictures by Fragonard and Huet.96 Germain's separate

his museum. The Seligmann documents give the impres-

letters to Henry and Sarah Walters confirm his perceptive

sion that Mrs. Walters' interest in French eighteenth-century

understanding of them as strongly individual personalities

domestic arts was primarily as an aesthetic enhancement for

who might have quite different attitudes and approaches to

the elegant and sophisticated life she and her husband shared,

common concerns, an example being Henry's propensity

as well as the tangible outward sign of wealth and status so

for secrecy regarding the finances and documentation of his

important to elite society in New York. That Henry fully

acquisitions. That the entire contents of the East Sixty-first

shared his wife's taste for French aristocratic art for their

Street residence belonged to Sarah Walters, either outright or

domestic environment, and that both were following con-

through anticipated marital inheritance, is implied by Henry

temporary fashion in interior décor, is suggested by Walters'

Walters' making absolutely no mention of the New York

long familiarity with the Louis XVI-style decoration his

home or any work of art therein in his will, whereas he explic-

father had earlier incorporated in the family residence at 5

idy listed his Baltimore dwelling of No. 5 West Monument

West Monument Place in Baltimore, as well as by the Louis

Place and its contents as part of his gift to the cityģ97

XV and Louis XVI period rooms Henry himself had had

At the time of their wedding in 1922 Sarah Walters was

designed and built for the opening of his museum there in

almost sixty-three, while Henry, born on 2 6 September 1848,

1909.101 No evidence has emerged thus far in the Seligmann

was approaching his mid-seventies, but still active in business.

papers that Sarah had an independent passion for art or that

We must imagine their marriage as one both practical and

she was a collector in any sense like her husband, whose

convenient, based on decades of friendship, companion-

personal goal, even mission for his collecting, was explicitly

ship in the same house, shared experiences, and a cultivated

stated only late in life and quoted in his obituary by Art

familiarity of taste in the art they acquired for their home.

News on 5 December 1931: "It has been my hope to make

Since first moving to Wilmington, North Carolina, in 1884,

a thoroughly rounded collection, which would give to the

Henry had known and lived close to or with Sarah and her

observer an understanding of the whole history of the world's

first husband already for half his life. But in addition to love

artistic development. It has a few gaps, but not many."102

and respect for his new spouse, the marriage was intimately

Although she supported her husband's efforts, Sarah

intertwined with Henry's anticipation of his own mortality,

Walters did not share his ambition and that of other major

his thoughts about the art he had acquired and the finaliza-

collectors of the time, such as Isabella Stewart Gardner, to

tion of his philanthropic legacy for his Baltimore museum,

have a broader public impact and purpose for the works she
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Fig. 7. Interior of the 5 East Sixty-first Street residence, 1941. From The Art Collection of Mrs. Henry Walters , Park-Bernet Galleries, Inc., New York,

2-3 May 1941, vol. 1, frontispiece

owned and lived with or any intention of leaving them as

at the beginning of this essay Dorothy Miner referred to

a memorial or legacy for future generations.103 Indeed, we

the loss of "so large a portion of Mr. Walters' records of his

know that shortly after Henry s death she began to put up for

purchases . . . partly by his own choice, as you know," but

sale at public auction the contents of her residence at 5 East

she then went on to say "and partly by a most unfortunate

Sixty-first Street, a process that would continue until 1943.104

decision of Mrs. Walters in the period after the Gallery was

Sarah Walters personal aesthetic passion was not for works

established as a public institution." Miner did not describe

of art, but rather for the magnificent private gardens she

the fateful decision Sarah Walters allegedly made, no record

cultivated for decades at her estate of Airlie in Wilmington,

of it has yet surfaced, and no current member of the Walters

North Carolina, where at the extensive property's culmina-

staff knows what it may have been. The surviving documents

tion in the 1920s she and Henry and their guests could enjoy

tell a different story.

more than 500,000 azaleas and abundant camellias.105
In one significant way Sarah Walters differed from her

It is ironic that Dorothy Miner wrote to Germain Selig-

man in 1959 seeking information about specific objects in

husband: that being the importance she placed on the docu-

the Walters Art Museum, considering that Sarah Walters

mentation of her art and a concern for the value of individual

had made the same request in 1927 for objects in her home,

works as it was enhanced by what contemporaries called an

even though her husband was there and presumably had

objects pedigree, which included the creators name, the

the desired information available in his office in the form of

style, period, and history of ownership. She also experienced

Seligmann Company invoices. In response to questions she

personally the result of her husbands secretive habit of send-

had sent Germain Seligman in late October 1927, he wrote on

ing the objects they purchased to their home or to Baltimore

i November that he could not find the name of the cabinet

and the invoices to his office - the separation of the works

maker for the Louis XV commode in her large drawing room,

of art from the information about them. In the quotation

the piece lent to the Metropolitan Museum in 1920, but that
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it had come from the Wallace collection and was presumed to

the need to find a suitable director.113 On 18 January 1934, the

have once belonged to Madame de Pompadour.106 He went on

day before the Baltimore Evening Sun published news of the

to describe several other pieces and what he had found in his

search and other staffing, Germain wrote to Mrs. Walters,

records. She sought more information in a letter to him on i

thanking her for their discussion several days previous and for

February 1928, asking Germain, "would you be kind enough

taking him into her confidence.114 He then told her that he

to send me descriptions of the two pieces of furniture which

had "been thinking of one man in this country who, I believe,

we bought from you in December, one a cabinet with plaques

would be an ideal Director of the gallery," and continued by

in Sevres porcelain, and the other a small ladys desk, with

describing the person as American, already the head of an

prices paid for same. I am very anxious to have a description

active museum, and not a specialist, but with a knowledge

and name of all of my old furniture, in order to paste it inside

of art in general, including the decorative arts.115 He did not

the [d]rawers for future reference."107 The next day she sent

name the candidate, but said he would like to talk with her

a photo of the commode purchased in 1920, apparently still

about it. As there is no further correspondence on the topic,

hoping it would help Germain locate a clarifying document.108

we may never know whether the individual played a role in

By 23 February 1928 Seligman sent detailed descriptions of five

the trustees' subsequent deliberations.

furniture items on separate sheets of paper, "ready to be pasted

By early 1935 Mrs. Walters was more preoccupied with her

in the drawers of the pieces of furniture you mentioned."109 It is

own collection and affairs than with the Baltimore museum.

clear that during Henry Walters' lifetime Sarah had minimal or

Troubled by the dearth of information available to her, she

no access to the purchase records he was sent, and it is possible

wrote Germain Seligman on 1 March that she was sending

that he may not have kept them, or certainly that he had not

her secretary to his office with a "picture," asking the dealer

maintained them in a coherent and useable order. And since

whether the description she enclosed applied to it, and she

his wife's requests to the dealer for information continued

went on to say, "There are so many articles in the house, of

long after his own death in November 1931, she may never

which there is no record."116 Her frustration culminated in

have gained access to the art-related records he had received.

an extraordinary exchange two weeks later, when we learn

Mrs. Walters maintained contact with Germain Seligman following Henry's death. He wrote to her at Airlie in
Wilmington on 22 April 1932; he had not written earlier
"because I thought that after the sad blow you received this

that she had been assembling an inventory of the art in her

residence. Dated 14 March 1935, the letter reads:

Dear Mr. Seligmann:

past winter you would not care to see any one."110 She replied

I am trying to get some sort of a general idea about

by telegram that she hoped to be in Paris in July and looked

articles in my house, for an inventory of same.

forward to seeing him there, suggesting that the routine of

I am writing you, to get some information about

annual visits to Parisian galleries would continue.111 Early

the Masquerier, purchased from your father, I think,

in 1933 Germain called on her in the apartment she had

about 1922.

established at the Hotel Pierre on Fifth Avenue, around the
corner from her Sixty-first Street residence, and in March

he requested a photograph of Henry Walters and offered
his expertise, "not only for your own private collection in
New York, but also if you feel that my opinion or advice
could be useful to you in the organization of the museum

The bills seem to be somewhat mixed, owing to the
fact that I think Mr. Walters returned certain ones

in exchange for others. For instance: The portrait of

Madam Tallien seems to have a separate charge of
55,000 francs. Certain ones are listed en bloc.

in Baltimore, which Mr. Walters in so generous a way left

There seems to be no mention made of a portrait by

to that city, I would be glad to answer your call. As you

Chinnery. The litde Rousseau, "Girl with peaches"

know, my services are at your disposal any time."112 As a life

seems to be included in the Masquerier bill. The price

member of the board of trustees of the Walters Art Gallery

of the Boilly also? I would be very much obliged if

as it changed from a private to a public institution in the

you could straighten this out for me, and let me know

second half of 1933 and early 1934, Sarah Walters confided in

what Masquerier was returned, and took in exchange

Germain Seligman about the new museum, especially about

the Madam Tallien.
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My late husband left things somewhat in confusion,

Immediately on receiving Mrs. Walters' request, Selig-

and it is very difficult for me to straighten out the

mann staff in New York forwarded it to Germain in Paris,

values for my inventory.

and promised her that on his return at the end of the month

If you could be so kind as to send me an itemized
list of all the paintings, miniatures, etc., purchased
through you or your father during the last 25 or 30

years, it would greatly assist me.

he would "no doubt be glad to give you full information
about all purchases, together with an itemized list," as she
had sought.121 A week later, on 21 March, René Seligmann,

Germain's cousin working in the New York gallery, asked
her whether the Metropolitan Museum of Art could borrow
several works of art for an upcoming exhibition in December,

Thanking you in advance,
Most sincerely,

including her marble bust of Voltaire by Jean-Antoine

Sadie W. Walters"117

Houdon, but Mrs. Walters declined, saying only, "I regret
extremely, that I would not be able to loan them for exhibition

The letter makes clear that Mrs. Walters did not have all of

at the Metropolitan Museum, as they would not be available

the Seligmann invoices covering the objects in her collection

at that time."122 Regarding the promised list, however, the

purchased from the firm and at best only piecemeal informa-

surviving correspondence falls silent. Because such a compre-

tion about them. And her specific inquiry about the works

hensive and descriptive itemization for Mrs. Walters of all of

by John James Masquerier shows that she was not entirely

the acquisitions from Jacques Seligmann & Company is not

confident about the information contained in the invoices

mentioned and has not turned up so far in the Seligmann

she did have. From the Seligmann business records, includ-

archives, we cannot be certain whether it was ever produced.

ing invoice books, we learn that Henry Walters purchased a

But when the archival correspondence between Sarah Walters

Masquerier pastel portrait of Madame Tallien in New York on

and Germain Seligman resumed again five years later, just

7 January 1922, and five additional pastel portraits by him, as

before Christmas in 1940, we find the 81-year-old widow ill,

well as the Girl with Peaches by John Russell (the "Rousseau"

living at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel, embroiled in legal matters

in the Mrs. Walters' letter), four months later in Paris on 2 6

connected with the sale of her residence, and still seeking

May.118 A Louis-Leopold Boilly picture of A Young Boy was

information on her collection from Seligman, nine years fol-

bought the same day.119 The portrait by George Chinnery

lowing Henry Walters' death.123 Although she no longer lived

mentioned in the letter, a pastel of a Miss Crawley , had been

there, she hoped to meet Germain at 5 East Sixty-first Street so

acquired five years earlier, on Jacques Seligmann s trip to New

that he could "help me with your advice and information."124

York in 1917 to secure American dollars.120 There is no indica-

She went on to mention a specific work of sculpture, which, if

tion that Henry Walters returned any work by Masquerier for

a comprehensive list had been produced for her, would surely

the Madam Tallien . But given Sarah Walters' efforts to obtain

have been included:

information from the Seligmann firm since 1927, one can readily understand her perplexity at putting together an inventory.

Finally, after her repeated attempts to obtain the doc-

umentation on specific works of art acquired through

Seligmann & Company, Mrs. Walters asked Germain
Seligman to provide her with "an itemized list" of everything

sold to the Walters couple for virtually the entire history of
their business relationship from the beginning of the century.

And since there are no better records surviving in the Walters
Art Museum from any of the other dealers from whom Henry

Walters made purchases, we can only surmise that his widow

faced a similar "confusion" in regard to the works of art in

During your last visit, we spoke of a plaster cast
bought from your father, which is in the hall of my

residence. At the time, I had no information about it
and you too were at a loss to place it. In going over
some documents, I find the enclosed which I feel sure
was given direct by your honored father to my hus-

band. I feel it would interest you. Please do not bother
to return this to me. After getting acquainted again
with this sculpture, I appreciate that it is one of the
most lovely things I have ever seen.125

Because the document she enclosed survives in the Seligmann

her collection he may have bought from them as with those

archives and discusses in detail the history of Jean-Baptiste

from Jacques Seligmann & Company.

Pigalle's statue LAmour et l'Amitié for Madame de Pompadour,
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as well as a cast made from it, the plaster in the hall of Mrs.
Walters' residence that Germain was "at a loss to place," must

be the large plaster of Love and Fríendship after Pigalle that

now graces the Sculpture Court in the Walters Art Museum
(fig. 8). 126 A surviving copy in the Seligmann archives of the
invoice sent to Henry Walters at the Hotel Ritz in Paris states

that he purchased it on 1 6 May 1914.127 Sarah Walters ended

her letter of 23 December 1940 on a bittersweet note that
underscores both her easy friendship with Germain Seligman
and her sympathy for France following the German invasion
of Paris the previous June: "May I wish you a merry Christmas

and New Year that may bring you some portion of the peace
and security which you and your loved country have lost."128

These are her final words that survive in the Seligmann
papers. As for Germain, he wrote several weeks later, on 14
January 1941, advising her that he was leaving on a business

trip but could meet Mrs. Walters at her town house "some
Sunday morning, as we had planned," either before or after
his trip.129 His words of closing were his last to Mrs. Walters

in the Seligmann papers, but they are appropriate for their
long-term friendship, since he thanked her for sending "the
document about the plaster cast of L'Amour et l'Amitié ."

We may wonder why Sarah Walters told Germain not to
return the Pigalle document to her, since she eagerly praised

the sculpture. But since at least 1927 she had sought from
Seligman the information she could not get from her own
husband for an inventory of all her works of art. While we
can only surmise what multiple reasons may have motivated
her quest early on, we do know the driving force when she

Fig. 8. Claude Dejoux (French, 1732-1816), after Jean-Baptiste Pigalle

wrote Germain late in 1940. For by then she had contracted

(French, 1714-1785), cast (1783) of L'Amour et lAmirìé , 1758. Plaster,

with Parke-Bernet Galleries in New York to sell her remain-

limestone, and metal base, height 144.8 cm; height of plinth: 102.8 cm.

ing collections at auction, including most of the works that

The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, Museum purchase, 1941 (27.504)

Henry Walters had purchased from Jacques Seligmann &
Company, alone or together with her, and had sent to their

with individual objects in the Walters Art Museum and those

residence at 5 East Sixty-first Street.130 The auctions took

auctioned from Sarah Walters' collection. But for the his-

place between 23 April and 3 May 1941, and included the

torian, working with the Seligmann archives is bittersweet,

plaster V Amour et l'Amitié after Pigalle, which the Walters

considering that they are incomplete because the papers of

Art Gallery purchased.131

the firm's headquarters were destroyed in 1940 with the arrival

of the Nazis in Paris. And from a letter Germain Seligman
This initial exploration of the Seligmann company papers has

wrote to Philippe Verdier in 1964 we learn that the early

provided a bounty of documents both for the relations Henry

records of the New York office, from before the 1912 quarrel

Walters and his wife established with a major international

and separation into two rival Seligmann firms, went with

art dealer in the early twentieth century and for the many

the competing branch headed by Arnold Seligmann and

works of art they acquired through the firm. Much remains

were destroyed with the rest of his business papers follow-

to be done, however, in connecting the recovered information

ing his death in 1932.132 Nevertheless, future research on the
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Seligmann documents that have come down to us will add to

11. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 134.

our knowledge about the collecting habits of Henry Walters,

12. Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 137.

and equally important, provide a better understanding of his

13. Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 177; Mazaroff, Henry Walters

role among his financial and industrialist peers, a generation

and Bernard Berenson, 132. Faris C. Pitt sold Chinese porcelains

of extraordinary collectors who acquired so much art for

and European paintings. Following his death in 1922, Walters

America in the Gilded Age and the opening decades of the

did not replace him, meaning that there was no one with any art
training or experience in charge of the collections in Baltimore.

new century.

See Mazaroff, Henry Walters and Bernard Berenson, 134.
J. Russell Sale (rsale@thewalters.org) is a volunteer Research Associate in

14. Mazaroff, Henry Walters and Bernard Berenson, xiv, 11.

the Renaissance and Baroque and Information Technology departments

15. Jacques Seligmann to Henry Walters, 22 June 1910, Vertical Files,

at the Walters Art Museum; from 1980 to 2011 he worked at the National
Gallery of Art, Washington, where he held positions as Curator of Education

Folder "Seligmann - Pre-1913," Walters Art Museum Archives,
Baltimore.
16. An entry for 20 July 1910 in the Anderson Journals, 1: 34, states

and Senior Lecturer.

"Received from Mr. Walters, New York. Album of objets d'art etc.

on the way from Messrs. Seligman of Paris."
NOTES

17. A bound photo album dated 1910 in the Walters Archives includes

photos and descriptions for all the objects Henry Walters purFor Bill Johnston, the fount of knowledge about the Walters family

chased in Paris on 11 June 1910 from the firm of Jacques Seligmann
and museum, in appreciation for his extraordinary scholarship, helpful
& Cie. A second volume from the same firm documents the

criticism, advice, and unstinting generosity in sharing information.
purchases made in June 1911. There are also two similar albums

i. William R. Johnston, William and Henry Walters, the Reticent
dated 1922 from the firm of Jacques Seligmanns brother, Arnold
Collectors (Baltimore, 1999), 137; Stanley Mazaroff, Henry Walters
and
Seligmann,
Rey and Co. The Jacques Seligmann firm continued

Bernard Berenson: Collector and Connoisseur (Baltimore, 2010),
to 11.
provide photographs of works Henry Walters purchased until

his and
death, but they apparendy were not put in albums and have
2. Francis Henry Taylor, director of the Worcester Art Museum

not in
survived (see, for example, Jacques Seligmann & Co., Inc.
member of the advisory committee of the Walters Art Gallery

to Henry Walters, 22 October 1930, Jacques Seligmann & Co.
its first years as a public institution, quoted in Mazaroff, Henry
records, 1904-1978, bulk 1913-1974, Archives of American Art,
Walters and Bernard Berenson, 114.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., www.aaa.si.edu/

3. For the invoices, see Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 137.

collections/jacques-seligmann-co-records-9936: Box 99, Folder

4. On role of James Anderson, see Elissa O'Loughlin, "Our
23,Mr.
scanned page 26: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
Anderson," Journal of the Walters Art Museum 70-71 (2012-2013):
1926-1935.
137-42; Johnston, William and Henry Walters , xiii; Mazaroff, Henry
Walters and Bernard Berenson, 134.

is. For a history of Jacques Seligmanns business, see Seligman,
Merchants of Art.

5. The work was published as by Jacopo Sansovino in Germain
19. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 1, 19, and Johnston, William and
Seligman, Merchants of Art, 1880-1960: Eighty Years of Professional
Henry Walters, 147.
Collecting (New York, 1961), pl. 42a. Johnston, William and Henry

20. Johnston,
Walters , 206, also briefly described the acquisition of the
statue William and Henry Walters, 193.

and its attribution. See E. P. Bowron, Renaissance Bronzes in the

21. For the papers, see: Jacques Seligmann & Co. records, 1904-

Walters Art Gallery (Baltimore, 1978), 13.

6. Walters Art Museum Archives, Anderson Ledgers, 2:26.

1978, bulk 1913- 1974, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C., www.aaa.si.edu/collections/
jacques-seligmann - co-records-9936.

7. Attached to a letter from Germain Seligman to Philippe Verdier,

14 May 1955, Walters Art Museum Archives, Baltimore. 22. The online form of the Seligmann documents follows the arrangement of the actual paper files in the archives, contained in sequen-

8. The enclosed materials, or a copy of them provided later by

tially arranged boxes, holding sequentially arranged folders, and
Germain Seligman, are included with the Walters Art Museum
with the individual documents scanned in sequential order. All

curatorial file for the work.

references here to the online Seligmann documents begin with
9. The "photostatic" copy is attached to Germain Seligmans"S-P"
letter
for Seligmann Papers, followed by the box number, folder
to Winifred Kennedy, and is in the curatorial file.
number, and scanned page number within the folder. The majority
10. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 49, 133.

of the correspondence is contained in the following: S-P: Box 5,
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Folder 4: New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923; S-P:

41. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-69, New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923.

Box 6, Folder 13: Paris Office Correspondence: W-Z, 1914-1929;

42. B-5, F-4, S-66, 67: New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923.

S-P: Box 99, Folder 22: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1923-1925; and S-P: Box 99, Folder 23: General Correspondence:

43. See the personal instructions Walters included on memoranda
from the Seligmann firm, on 19 October 1927: S-P: B-99, F-23,

Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.

S-112, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry, 1926-1935, and

23. Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 193; Seligman, Merchants

9 January 1929: S-P: B-99, F~23> S-51, General Correspondence:

of Art, 130-37.

Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.

24. For the invoice book, see S-P: B-309, F-i, S- 7-10: Invoice Books:

44. S-P: B0X-5, F-4, S-82, New York Office Correspondence: Wa,

Invoices, 1910 June-1919 October.

1913-1923.

25. A trip mentioned by Germain in his book, for which see Seligman,

45. S-P: Box-6, F-13, S-18-20, Paris Office Correspondence: W-Z,

Merchants of Art, 84.

1914-1929.

26. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-105: New York Office Correspondence: Wa,

46. S-P: B0X-5, F-4, S-81, New York Office Correspondence: Wa,

1913-1923.

1913-1923. Both paintings were subsequently given to the National

Gallery of Art as part of the Widener bequest.

27. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-97: New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923
28. For the will, see Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 221, 293 n. 2.

29. S-P: Box-99, F-23, S-133, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1926-1935.

47. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-78-79, New York Office Correspondence: Wa,
1913-1923.

48. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-80, New York Office Correspondence: Wa,
1913-1923.

30. O'Loughlin, "Our Mr. Anderson," 137-38; Mazaroff, Henry Walters
and Bernard Berenson , 154.

49. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-77, New York Office Correspondence: Wa,
1913-1923.

31. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 109-11.

50. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-73, New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923.

32. Seligman, Merchants of Art, no.

51. Mazaroff, Henry Walters and Bernard Berenson, 113.

33. Walters purchases are listed in both S-P: B-356, F-i, S-i, Paris Office

Financial Records: Sales, 1913-1929, as well as in S-P: B-309, F-i,

52. The price for the acquisitions was 840,500 francs. S-P: B-5, F-4,
S-71, New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923. This com-

S-157, 158, 167, Invoice Books: Invoices, 1910 June-1919 October.

munication also mentions that photographs of all the purchased

Walters sent his check "for $146,000.00 in full for your account

works were being sent, and that the objects themselves were being

to date," also on 3 March 1917; see S-P: B-5, F-4, S-104, New York

packed and sent "to your museum in Baltimore." For the indi-

Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923.

vidual objects, see S-P: B-356, F-i, S-2, Paris Office Financial

34. Seligman, Merchants of Art, iii.

Records: Sales, 1913-1929, and S-P: B-309, F-2, S-152, Invoice
Books: Invoices, 1919 October-1922 December. Objects now in

35. S-P: Box 6, F-13, S-21, 22, Paris Office Correspondence: W-Z,

the museum that can be identified with this purchase include the

1914-1929.

36. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-69, New York Office Correspondence: Wa,
1913-1923

37. Ibid. Perhaps because of Walters' lack of enthusiasm, Blumenthal
did not acquire the Madonna and Child attributed to Jacopo della
Quercia for the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Instead, the collec-

tor Henry Goldman purchased it on 21 February 1920, six days
after Walters' assessment. The work, presently titled Madonna
of Humility, is now in the National Gallery of Art, Washington

(1960.5.2). See S-P: B-309, F-2, S-75 : Invoice Books: Invoices,
1919 October-1922 December; S-P: B-186, F-21, s-i: Collectors:
Goldman, Henry, 1927, undated.

following: WAM 27.211, 27.314, 37.891, 48.752, 48.753, 57.712,
58.234, 65.18.

53. S-P: B-6, F-13, S-io, Paris Office Correspondence: W-Z, 1914-1929.

54. S-P: B-6, F-13, S-6 & 7> Paris Office Correspondence: W- Z
1914-1929.

55. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-57, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1923-1925.

56. An invoice of 6 July 1923 sent to Henry Walters' business address

in New York oudines some of the purchases in Paris: S-P: B-99,
F-22, S-51, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry, 1923-1925.
For acquisitions made at this time now in the Walters Art Museum,

38. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 133-35.
39. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-75, New York Office correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923.

40. For Walters' close relations and living arrangements with the
Joneses, see Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 113 and 172;
Mazaroff, Henry Walters and Bernard Berenson, 26E

see WAM 27.321, 27.322, 37.770, 37.771, 41.92, 48.1371, 48.1467,
54.161, 54.616, 65.10, 71.231.
57. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 128.

58. For Germain's account of the crisis and the legal, structural, and
personal issues involved, see: Seligman, Merchants of Art, 129-30.
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59. Ibid., 130-32.

76. For the exhibition, see Exhibition of French Art, 1200-1900; French
Art, An Illustrated Souvenir of the Exhibition of French Art at the

60. Ibid., 131.

Royal Academy of Arts, London (London, 1932); I. Scaglia, "The

6i. Ibid.

Diplomacy of Display: Art and International Cooperation in
the 1920s and 1930s," Ph.D. diss., University of Buffalo, State

62. S-P: B-356, F-i, S- 9, Paris Office Financial Records: Sales, 1913-1929.

University of New York, 2011, 9if.

63. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-36, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1923-1925.

77. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-20, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

64. The tapestries are extensively described in S-P: B-280, F-5, S-4 &

1926-1935.

6, nos. NY 3205 and NY 3206, Stock Catalogs, New York office:78. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-19, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
Inventory nos. 3201-3414 and Index, 1925-1926.

1926-1935.

65. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-12: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,79. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-19, General correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1923-1925.

1926-1935.

66. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-8 & 9: General Correspondence: Walters,

so. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-17, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

Henry, 1923-1925.

1926-1935.

67. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-5-7: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

8i. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-18, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1923-1925.

1926-1935. According to the death certificate issued by the City

68. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-3: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

of New York Bureau of Records, Henry Walters was born on 26

September 1848 and died at 4:00 a.m. on 30 November 1931. A

1923-1925.

69. According to Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 205, Henry

copy of the death certificate is in the Walters Art Museum archives.

had a policy of not lending from his collection but did make rare 82. S-P: B-6, F-13. S-21 & 22, Paris Office Correspondence: W-Z,

exceptions.

1914-1929.

70. For the purchase of the chest of drawers for 300,000 francs, or

83. Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 123, 2 66 n. 23.

$21,291.70, see S-P: B-356, F-i, S-i, Paris Office Financial Records:

Sales, 1913-1929. A more elaborate description of the piece that

includes its provenance from the collections of the Marquis of
Hertford and Sir Richard Wallace and suggests that it had come

from Madame de Pompadour is contained in S-P: B-309, F-2,
S-68, Invoice Books: Invoices, 1919 October-1922 December. The
telegram with instructions is preserved at S-P: B-5, F-4, S-91, New

84. Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 124.
85. S-P: B-5, F-4, S-69, New York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923.
86. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 134.

87. S-P: B-99, F-22, S-57: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1923-1925. The sale of the work attributed to Etienne-Maurice

York Office Correspondence: Wa, 1913-1923. The commode was

Falconet is recorded in an invoice book S-P:B-3io, F-i, S-12,

sold at Mrs. Walters' 1941 auction. See The Art Collection of Mrs.

Invoice Books: Invoices, January 1923-1925 December. The stat-

Henry Walters , sale catalogue, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., April

uette was included in the sale of Mrs. Walters' possessions in

30 to May 3 (New York, 1941), vol. 2, 506, lot 1410.

1941, for which see The Art Collection of Mrs. Henry Walters, sale

71. For Germain Seligmans request, see S-P: B-99, F-23, S-118, General

Correspondence: Walters, Henry, 1926-1935. The exhibition did
take place and was successful according to Seligmans published
account: Seligman, Merchants of Art, 147.
72. For the copy of Germain's letter, see S-P: B-99, F-23, S-117: General

Correspondence: Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.

catalogue, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., 30 April to 3 May (New
York, 1941), 1: 165, lot 671.
88. Sarah's influence on Henry Walters' artistic purchases is recorded as
early as 1903, when following a visit to a dealer of arms in Istanbul,

she was praised for her "remarkable intuition and knowledge" in
the catalogue of Henry's purchases. Johnston, William and Henry
Walters, 265-266 n. 17.

73. Germain's notices were sent on 16 and 24 May 1927: S-P: B-99, F-23,
S-116 and S-115, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.

74. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-59, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935.
75. Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 205. The work (acc. no.

37.296) was purchased in New York on 29 November 1920: S-P:
B-356, F-i, S-i, Paris Office Financial Records: Sales, 1913-1929. It

is also listed in a Seligmann invoice: S-P: B-309, F-2, S-95.

89. Germain Seligman to Sarah Walters, 8 November 1927, requesting a visit to show his goods on a holiday Friday: S-P: B-99, F-23,

S-102, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.
90. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-97, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935
91. S-P: B-99, F-23, S-30: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935.
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92. For the purchase of the jardinières on 23 July and 20 September

Items, Collection of Mrs. Henry Walters, Parke-Bernet Galleries,

1929, see S-P: B-356, F-i, S- 4, Paris Office Financial Records: Sales,

Inc., New York, 23-25 April, 1941; The Art Collection of Mrs. Henry

1913-1929. For the notice of delivery to the Walters' residence and

Walters, 23 April-3 May 1941, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., 2 vols.,

the invoices to Henry Walters' office, see S-P: B-99, F-23, S-39, 40,

New York, 1941; Mrs. Henry Walters Sale, Parke-Bernet Galleries,

45, General Correspondence, Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.
93. Seligman, Merchants of Art, 132, 134.

94. S-P: B-99, F-23> S-59, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1926-1935.

Inc., 30 November-i December 1943 (New York, 1943). The very
scale of the art collections Mrs. Walters sent to be auctioned, however, and their breadth, reveal the East Sixty-first Street residence

to have been something of a small house museum in itself. Until
we know more about her role in acquiring the works of art there,

95. S-P: B-99. F-23, S-58, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

we are missing crucial evidence for a more complete understanding of her involvement with the arts and collecting of the time

1926-1935.

96. S-P: B-99, F"23> S-56, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

105. Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 124, 173. See also http://

1926-1935: "I intended thanking you again for your kindness in

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airlie_Gardens; www.myflowergardens.

lending us the beautiful little Fragonard and the Huet, and hope

com/north-carolina-airlie-gardens.html.

you will be able to come to the opening on Tuesday." Two paintings

106. S-P: B-99, F-2.3, S-103, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

by Jean Baptiste Huet, La Leçon de Musique and Le Petit Dénicheur

1926-1935. The commode was included in the auction of Mrs.

, and one by Jean Honoré Fragonard, Blind Mans Buff (Le Colin-

Walters' collection in 1941; see The Mrs. Henry Walters Art Collection,

Maillard), are listed in the auction of Mrs. Walters' collection

23 April-3 May 1941, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., 2 vols., (New

in 1941 for which see: The Mrs. Henry Walters Art Collection , sale

York, 1941), 1: 190, lot 710.

catalogue, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc., 30 April to 3 May (New
York, 1941), 2: nos. 978, 979, and 980.
97. A copy of the will is in the Walters Art Museum archives.

98. Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 198 and 286 n. 2, for the
wedding, and 293 n. 2, for the will; Mazaroff, Henry Walters and
Bernard Berenson, 132 .

107. S-P: B-99, F'23> S-97, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935.

ios. S-P: B-99, F'23> S-96, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935.
109. S-P: B-99, F_23> S-94, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1926-1935.

99. See the yearly listings for sales to Walters in Paris at S-P: B-356, F-i,

S- 5-9, Paris Office Financial Records: Sales, 1913-1929. For sales
made in New York, see S-P: B-356, F-i, S- 1- 4, Paris Office Financial

Records: Sales, 1913-1929. For a description of the residence and its

décor see Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 200-205.
100. Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 200.

loi. For the décor of the Baltimore house and the museum's period
rooms, by L. Marcotte & Company of New York, one of the most
prominent decorators and purveyors of Parisian taste of the day,
see Johnston, William and Henry Walters , 68-69, x79> 2^i n. 26.
102. Art News 30, no. 10 (5 December 1931): 12.

103. For Henry Walters' sense of mission about art and his unstated
desire to leave his museum to the public as a memorial to his father,

see Johnston, William and Henry Walters, xiii, 137.

104. There were four separate auctions of Mrs. Walters' collections at
65 East Sixty-first Street, including the library: Peńod Furniture:
Paintings, Bronzes, Sculptures, Porcelains, Ancient Glass, Tapestries,

Fabrics, Rugs from the Walters, Penne, Seligsberg, Schieren, Lulu

G. Thomas, and Burton Mansfield Estates ... : American Art
Association, Anderson Galleries, Inc. New York, 11-13 January,

1934; Four Centuries of French Literature, Mainly in Superb

110. S-P: B-99, F_23> S-ii, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1926-1935.
111. S-P: B-99, F"23> S-io, General correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1926-1935.
112. For Germain's letters of 24 January and 10 March 1933 to Mrs.

Walters, see S- P: B-99, F -23, S-9 & 8, General Correspondence,
Walters, Henry, 1926-1935.
113. For the early history of the institution and its organization, see

Johnston, William and Henry Walters, 221-26.
114. A clipping of the Evening Sun article of 19 January 1934 on the
opening of the museum is preserved in the Seligmann archive: S-P:

B-104, F-13, S-144, Museum Correspondence: Baltimore, Maryland,
Walters Art Gallery, 1933-1961.,

115. S-P: B-99, F~23> S-6: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935.

116. S-P: B-99, F-23> S-5: General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,
1926-1935.

117. S-P: B-99, F-24> S-2: General Correspondence: Walters, Mrs.
Henry (Sadie W.), 1935-1941.
lis. The invoice of the January purchase was sent to Henry Walters,

Bindings, by Old and Modern Masters, Illuminated Manuscripts,

not yet married to Mrs. Pembroke Jones, at his temporary apart-

Incunabula, Drawings, Miniatures, Ameńcana, and Other Choice

ment at the Belmont Hotel: S-P: B-309, F-2, S-153, Invoice Books:
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Invoices, 1919 October-1922 December. For the invoice containing
the 2 6 May sale, sent to Henry Walters, then staying at the Hotel

Ritz in Paris with Mrs. Walters, recently married, see S-P: B-309,

F-2, S-176, Invoice Books: Invoices, 1919 October-1922 December.
119. S-P: B-309, F-2, S-177, Invoice Books: Invoices, 1919 October-1922

December.

128. S-P: B-99, F-24, S-9, General Correspondence: Walters, Mrs.
Henry (Sadie W.), 1935-1941.
129. Copy of Germain Seligmanns letter to Mrs. Walters: S-P: B-99, F-24,

S-15, General Correspondence: Walters, Mrs. Henry (Sadie W.),
1935-1941.

bo. See the auction catalogue, The Mrs. Henry Walters Art Collection , 23

120. S-P: B-356, F-i, S-i, Paris Office Financial Records: Sales, 1913-1929.

121. S-P: B-99, F-23, S- 4, General Correspondence: Walters, Henry,

1926-1935.

April-3 May 1941, Parke-Bernet Galleries, Inc. (New York, 1941).
The objects at the sale that have been identified so far as purchased

by Henry Walters from Jacques Seligmann & Company include

the following lots: numbers 657, 663, 664, 670, 699, 700, 710,

122. For the copy of the loan request and Mrs. Walters' negative response,

712, 723-727, 730, 972, 973, 978, 979, 980, 1051, 1079, II22> II23>

see S-P: B-99, F-23, S- 2 & 1, General Correspondence: Walters,

1180, 1181, 1287, 1289, 1359, 1360, 1378, 1380, 1385, 1387, 1388, 1410,

Henry, 1926-1935.

1411, 1420, 1430.

123. Sarah Walters to Germain Seligman, 23 December 1940: S-P: B-99,

131. Ibid., 2:480, lot 1380. The sculpture was one of eleven works that

F-24, S-9: General Correspondence: Walters, Mrs. Henry (Sadie W.),

the museum acquired at the auction, including the famous Rubens

1935-1941.

vase (acc. no. 42.562). See Johnston, William and Henry Walters ,
288 n. 14. The final auction of items from Sarah Walters' residence

124. Ibid.

occurred in 1943: Mrs. Henry Walters Sale , Parke-Bernet Galleries,
125. Ibid.

Inc., 30 November-i December 1943.

126. For the document describing it and its history, see S-P: B-99. F-24,

S-11-13, General Correspondence: Walters, Mrs. Henry (Sadie W.),
1935-1941.

132. S-P: B-104, F-14, S-43, Museum Correspondence: Baltimore,
Maryland, Walters Art Gallery, 1962-1976.
photography credits: Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: figs.

127. S-P: B-309, F-i, S-64, Invoice Books: Invoices, 1910 June-19194, 5; The Walters Art Museum: figs. 6, 7; The Walters Art Museum,
October.

Susan Tobin: figs. 1-3, 8
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